
4th of March 2020 

NOTEBOOK N°27 - Aryan zionism : a programming for the End of Time 
& The genetics of renewal or the 4th density’s ethical genes’ era & The 
Palestinian cause will prompt zionism’s destruction 
 

In this Notebook, we will continue to analyse the root causes of the current global chaos. 
Causes that have always been based on many disagreements between traditional 
religious beliefs programmed in the psyche of ordinary men and the ethics of a free 
thought dependent on genetics. 

To understand precisely what it is all about in the biblical history and why Aryan zionism 
will be so precisely pointed out in this Notebook, let’s first summarize the definitions of 
zionism that appear on the internet. Many are still unaware that Zionism is a religious and 
political movement that aims to re-establish Jewish sovereignty in Palestine, leading to the 
creation of a spiritual, territorial and state centre : the State of Israel. 

The word "Zionism" appears at the end of the 19th century, to designate a set of 
movements born of the nostalgia of Zion : the “heavenly Jerusalem”. Zionism’s ideology is 
to support this project in the “Holy Land”, territory which the Zionists (to not be confused 
with the Jews) steal from the Palestinian people. (See about this, the Angel’s Notebook 
n°26 : https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-26-sand-jenael/) 

This Zionism’s ideology stems from the protocols of the Wise men of Zion, which reveal 
the global project of the so-called enlightened vanguard of the Aryan branch, the Jewish 
extreme right. 
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The recycling logo comparing zionism to nazism 
during a protest march in Seattle, United-States, 2009 

This project is now called the New World Order (N.W.O) which, as it appears in the 
Abrahamic religions’ sacred books, explains that the whole history of the modern world 
must end in Jerusalem. 
h t tp : / /www.wik is t r i ke .com/ar t i c le - les-pro toco les-des-sages-de-s ion-sont -
vraies-91416568.html 

This global Zionist organisation was founded in Basel in 1897 and the first act of the “Wise 
men of Zion” for this Holy Land’s foundation, was to attest by a symbol the spirit’s and 
Jewish language’s resurrection, on Jerusalem’s Hill, the so-called land of the ancestors. 
There they laid twelve stones to represent the twelve tribes of Israel. 

Mount of Olives 

This hill, the Mount of Olives, is considered a sacred place for the three Abrahamic 
religions (Jewish, Muslim and Christian), as it would correspond to the historic location of 
King David’s palace and Salomon’s temple. 

Thus the idea of Jewish Zionism has remained etched in the consciences of the Jews 
since exile. The zionist idea therefore simply finds its origins in the ancient messianic 
prophecies (Ezekiel, Isaiah II, etc) which associated with the hope of Zion’s return 
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(Jerusalem), the Hebrews’ tribes dispersed during the exodus from Egypt under the 
leadership of Moses. (Book of Exodus : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Exodus) 

Zionism’s roots therefore go back to the “New Alliance” proposed to Abraham by the 
Yahweh God (YHWH Elohim), by which he promises him that he and his descendants 
would inherit the land that stretches from Egypt to the Euphrates (Genesis 12-15). 

Some scholars believe that Zionism has become a pretext for racism or a reaction to post-
war anti-Semitism. Others, that this is simply a fanatical Jewish patriotism. While a number 
of lay non-Jews and non-religious Jews know very well that the Jewish religious 
background has nothing to do with Zionism, but that it would rather be an extreme reaction 
to “persecution” that the Jews suffered during the Second World War. 
Should we also remind that it was the Aryan Zionist extremists, the so-called pure-born 
Jews, who organized the Jewish Holocaust during the Second World War ? 

Placard during a protest-march in San Francisco, United-States, 2003 

We can therefore also understand that the rise of modern Zionism was explicitly triggered 
to destroy the “constructive” Jewish spiritual Semitic tradition, thus reducing “Zionist 
Judaism” to decadence, to a cult of lands, blood and colonies. 

Christian Zionism, too, is analogous to Jewish Zionism. It is simply the support of 
Christians and other non-Jews for the Zionist cause, consistent with the biblical promises 
to Israel found in passages such as Jeremiah 32 and Ezekiel 34. 

Christian zionists support the Jewish state of Israel in every possible way, for the return of 
Jews in the Promised Land would be symbolic of the prophecies’ fulfillment. Some 
consider this return to the Holy Land, as an omen signifying humanity’s entering into the 
times of the end. 

We also know that Zionism, whether Jewish, Christian (see Jewish Zionism according to 
the Catholic doctrine) https://profidecatholica.com/2019/12/05/le-sionisme-juif-selon-la-
doctrine-catholique/, or even Muslim (all three doctrines being derived from Judaism - 
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http://fr.danielpipes.org/3656/le-sionisme-musulman), will mark this 3rd density’s world’s 
epilogue. 

The STS Jewish initiates know this. And a large number of rabbis basing themselves upon 
the Torah’s writings, teach the Messiah’s return (masher - machia - messia). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVob2pGnxUs (To be listened to with much 
discernment, because many foolishness, however certain truths too, are hidden in the 
video.) 

This prophecy will indeed be fulfilled, however those who believe it will not be “saved” nor 
“chosen” ! 

To be clear from the outset, we inform the readers that in our presentation’s context, we 
will not be more interested than that in organizations such as the ADL (Anti-Defamation 
League), nor in the practices of the Rothschild or Rockefeller banking families, nor those of 
any other family of bankers, for that matter. 

We are also not interested in the free-masonic or political skulduggeries, other than to 
inform ourselves about it. Those who have something to understand, will understand it by 
themselves. However, for this Notebook’s writing, we were led to deepen those of the 
pedo-criminal or illuminati dynasties, affiliated with the Mossad, the C.I.A, or Georges 
Soros and many others…  

https://www.adl.org/ 
https://www.nouvelordremondial.cc/2011/06/02/bnai-brith/ 
https://www.medias-presse.info/m-le-film-sur-la-pedophilie-des-rabbins-dont-les-grands-
m e d i a s - n e - f e r o n t - p a s - l e u r s - t i t r e s / 1 0 6 4 8 1 / ?
fbclid=IwAR3EhKqKUKqnrfDxYqy8409c46rTMq_XUUwGSZ_yjAaoHPdY_XZR0MTOoBc 

In this same context, we also do not approve of the idea of colonizing a country, 
supposedly promised to Jewish Zionists, even if the latter are sometimes supported by 
Christians and Muslims believers. As the Jewish Zionists still have a deep tendency to 
believe that all of the Middle-East from Palestine, Syria, Irak, Jordan, Iran to Lebanon, 
belongs by right to the “elected” Jewish people and that soon, they will lead the world. 

However we can nevertheless admit that radical Aryan Zionist Jews, tend to remain 
subjugated by their elitist self-image, as the chosen people by “almighty Yahweh 
God” (God who is none other than Anu, the commander of the Anunnaki aliens : also 
called Jehovah, YHWH, Elohim or Hashem), whereas on the contrary, there is something 
good, altruistic and human in the Jewish/Semitic cultural matrix of origins. 
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We also know that modern radical Zionism’s rise, has been entirely instrumented to 
destroy this “positive” spiritual tradition of Semitic Judaism and the genetic codes that 
convey it. 

As scholars of morality, humanism and conscience, it is true that the Semitic/Jewish 
humanists have always endeavored throughout the ages, to teach the “original meaning of 
the idea of the chosen people” contained in the Old Testament, as they had the 
knowledge. But manifestly, very few people - especially among the Aryan Zionists - have 
understood the very essence of their teachings. 

In the texts of these Semitic Jewish scholars, not only do we find the antidotes to the 
modern radical Zionists’ pathological delusions, but also remedies to the numerous 
ideological questions of our time. 

Question to the Angel : 

Concerning the question of Zionist ideology, the Angel had affirmed that the limits 
of the Aryan mentality will be drawn by its own annihilation, as the Palestinian 
cause will cause Zionism’s destruction. 

Indeed, through the practices of some of the leaders of Mossad, Aryan Zionism has 
become synonymous with covert operations, child and human trafficking, drug money 
laundering, terrorism financing, oil price manipulation, of secret assassinations… It is 
necessary to know that in the reality of your world, their sordid games are coordinated by 
the Orion reptilians’ operators, this means Anu himself and his henchmen. The Mossad’s 
radical Zionists therefore are his direct servants in your world. 

Even within the so-called developed nations, certain of these awful power structures have 
been designated to take control of the economy's vast sectors, including energy, 
agriculture, medicine, banking, communications, pharmaceutical products and many more. 

*** 

As a result, these infamous networks have become closely associated with organized 
crime networks, giving rise to disgusting operations in North America (the twin towers’ 
collapse, the series of attacks attributed to Gladio or others, the virological attack against 
China), to then pretend to support Donald Trump and Emmanuel Macron’s presidencies 
and corrupt other heads of States. These games were built to destroy states that 
exaggeratedly identify themselves with their power structures. 

Moreover, the main heads of States in the western world, modestly display their allegiance 
to the ideology of Aryan Zionism by wearing the Kippa. 
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https://www.france24.com/fr/20170716-macron-netanyahou-antisionisme-antisemitisme-
israel-france-veldhiv 
https://www.agoravox.fr/tribune-libre/article/portrait-troublant-emmanuel-macron-160984 
https://infos-israel.news/trump-a-demande-au-rav-kanievsky-quand-le-mashiah-viendra-et-
la-reponse-est-surprenante/ 

Even if most of these western criminal unions were strongly linked to extremist Zionism, it 
would be wrong to conclude that Jews rule the world. 

We know intuitively that perfectly coordinated crime at a very high level continues to 
organize crime in the lower strata. Each of these strata being promised proportionate 
rewards as long as its members, persuaded to be elected by God, think they can be saved 
by Messiah; this even if the system they feed on one day collapses. 

That said, and to understand the other side of this machiavellian machination that has led 
to the current chaos, let us now ask ourselves the following question : 
And if at a certain moment, caught up in remorse by observing our world’s decline, a 
“small discreet cell” of these pathological leaders, had evaluated that the main danger 
came from the operations of rich countries and that it had concluded that for the world to 
“survive”, rich countries should "commit together" to reduce their impact on the 
environment ? 

Well, it is from this “impulse of repentance” that was born the BIO-ecologist concept, and 
of all these NGOs and “Let’s send love and light to Gaïa” movements, so as to save planet 
Earth. 

https://lareleveetlapeste.fr/xr-greenpeace-et-de-nombreuse-ong-fichees-comme-
t e r r o r i s t e s - e n - p u i s s a n c e - p a r - l a - p o l i c e - b r i t a n n i q u e / ?
fbclid=IwAR1et10rKEFfXUK3Gs3NMKMFZt8M6EVTUxxMxcbz6du3alA9TGjjrUPqmJA 

Of course, this tiny cell of leaders just as pathological as the first, manipulating a C.I.A 
section called Cointelpro, knew full well that the industrialized countries would do nothing 
to safeguard the planet and that they would continue their technological escalation. 
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So, in an attempt to save the Earth - or at least to make a lot of money by letting it seem -, 
this small group decides to cause the industrialized civilisations’ collapse ! And what was to 
happen, happened ! Tumbling markets, currencies, labour, modern industrial society…, 
and all structures of human society. 

These puppeteers hidden behind the thrones of power in place, are far too clever to 
operate via a single source. Moreover, let us remember again that most of them are not 
human. They are polymorphic hybrids, driven by the hyperdimensional god ANU (Yahweh, 
Jehovah, YHWH, Elohim, Hashem… 
(See Notebook n°26 : https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-26-sand-jenael/) 

These Israeli’s Mossad’s very special agents, in other words human hybridized Anunnaki, 
are renowned for being the most “vile subordinates” in the reality of our 3rd density world. 
They are also behind the attempt to contaminate the world with the Chinese coronavirus. 
This epidemic by the Chinese “conarovirus”, is to be considered in the first place as a 
psycho-societal syndrome resulting from human stupidity. 

However, Daesh's agents or the Islamist State to whom are openly attributed most of the 
attacks in the world, are already of these zombies without soul neither brain, skillfully 
manipulated by the C.I.A, which is itself manipulated by the extremist fringe of the Aryan 
Zionists, the Mossad’s Nazis. 

The Muslim jihadists who claim to be such in the eyes of all, are only executors 
manipulated and deluded by their ideology. They look pale next to the “Aryan Zionist 
madmen'' who only manoeuvre in the shadow, under a false flag, with the 4th density STS 
predators’ technical assistance. 

So, before we want to believe that someone could one day stop this global disaster, we 
must first be able to understand who is who, or who does what on our planet. And in the 
present state of things, the ordinary human who sleeps deeply, is not capable of it ! 

Must we repeat it again: whether they are of 3rd or 4th density, psychopaths never care 
about the consequences of their actions ! However as nature always takes back its rights 
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and as for the dinosaurs in their time, the great cleaning in progress will soon make them 
disappear from the reality of our world. And the Chinese coronavirus’ Armageddon will 
have something to do with it. 

*** 

To help treat this virus, see the following articles : 
https://www.reseauleo.com/le-bicarbonate-de-soude-pour-traiter-le-rhume-et-la-grippe/ 
https://www.reseauleo.com/l-homeopathie-championne-des-epidemies-des-200-dernieres-
annees/ 
https://www.reseauleo.com/soigner-les-etats-grippaux-avec-des-methodes-simples-et-
naturelles/ 
https://www.reseauleo.com/procede-fabrication-vitamine-c-liposomale-liposoluble/ 

Question to the Angel : 

We have read somewhere on the internet, that there could be a link between the 
deployment of 5G in Wuhan in China and the coronavirus’ spread. Is this 
information to be taken seriously ? 

Originally, the coronavirus, like most viruses, comes from cometary dust. (See about this 
article : “Discovery of an extraterrestrial protein in a meteorite”. https://trustmyscience.com/
decouverte-proteine-extraterrestre-meteorite) 

However, it only becomes pathogenic with the deployment of 5G wireless digital 
technology. And this is not just a coincidence ! The STS’s corpus operators of 3rd and 4th 
density use several processes - here biological and electromagnetic - which become 
destructive when they are associated. 

We must always remember that a virus is primarily to be considered as a vector of 
change. It is a coded thought-form that, grafting itself to the DNA, offers the 
possibility of a "beneficial" genetic mutation, from the moment the infected 
individual "accepts" this mutation as something beneficial ! 

The Chinese virus is therefore dangerous, only for those who do not integrate it as a 
possibility of mutation and who fight against it. But it becomes even more dangerous by its 
synergy with frequencies of 3600-3800 MHz of 5G associated with adjuvants contained in 
“seasonal vaccines” and frequencies that dramatically weaken the immunity of “ordinary” 
and naive individuals. 

Because 4G and 5G technology is not only responsible for the fall of immunity in humans, 
but it is for the whole living, since it blocks the epigenetic process of the 3rd density’s living 
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world. Insects and small animals have already been the main victims of 4G, while ordinary 
humans will be the victims of 5G and their own stupidity ! 

In the meantime, you should know that there is no reason to worry more than necessary 
about the coronavirus, because the virus of human stupidity is much more contagious than 
this "Chinese" virus. But we must also know that other epidemics symptomatic much more 
mysterious, will soon affect humanity. And as always, confusion will be the mask that will 
prevent us from seeing where the attack comes from. Because it will be a global attack by 
4th density entities that will be engaged against humanity and that will penetrate through 
the transdimensional portals of the Middle East. 

It is therefore necessary to understand what is at stake on your planet. The process for the 
eradication of earthly civilization is indeed underway ! The N.O.M. will sit in the positions of 
leaders, but will lead only a people of primitive zombies, docile and astralized, remained 
on “the Old World”. And this ancient world will sink, not by the disappearance of an island 
somewhere in the middle of an ocean, but by the pure and simple annihilation of the feudal 
state of Israel and its Aryan or Zionist sympathizers, who are already largely responsible 
for the current chaos in the world. 

All these beautiful people do not yet suspect that they will constitute the main wave of 
victims of the next global “pandemic”. The Aryan Zionists will be the first victims of this 
pandemic that they themselves had tried to spread on Earth. 

*** 
All of us will have understood it ! 

The issue of saving the planet is no longer relevant. It is far too late to save anything. 
Because, of course, the solution and the truth being far away “elsewhere”, this cell of 
backward individuals, manipulating all the societies of this world, has only precipitated the 
end of our present humanity. 

So perhaps the essential reason for this world domination by the New World Order of the 
Aryan Zionists, will not end this time by the extermination of the Semitic Jews, but rather 
by that of these Nazi extremists in the pay of the God ANU-Yahvé-Jéhovah ? Since these 
so-called elect of God, bound by the “New Alliance and its Tables of the Law”, believe 
themselves to have to save at all costs this world that for too long, this “avenging God of 
the Holy Scriptures” manipulated, oppressed and terrified. 

Finally, it is important to understand that at the moment, no country, no ethnicity, no 
religion, no organization, no longer directs current events on our planet. These events are 
indeed coordinated on a higher level, by nature, cosmic laws, and then life planners. The 
latter, observing the level of torpor of the modern human and supported by the arrival of 
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the Wave, resigned themselves to eradicating the parasitic human consciences from the 
surface of the Earth. 

So this end-of-cycle global chaos has a very good reason to be. It is the consequence of 
this Wave, a cosmic and cyclical process of natural cleansing, which the ordinary human 
being, obsessed by his “divinely archaic” beliefs, persists in ignoring.  

His technology, his state-of-the-art weaponry and his industry’s miracles, will only 
precipitate him deeper into the depths of his own hell. 

The current chaos will probably end with the Zionist Israel’s State’s scuttling, and the 
“neutralisation” of its N.W.O’s allies, then with the elimination of the world Zionist fringe, 
which is behind the scenes and still for the moment, imagine still arranging the clauses of 
this current end of the cycle. 

*** 
After this introduction which somewhat raises the veil on the religious origins of this 
monumental global chaos, we have asked other precious questions to our higher Self. 

Question to the Angel : 

What is Anu-Yahweh-Hasehm’s real role in this play ? 

Centuries-old conflicts between neighboring countries are indeed a demonstration of the 
uneducated and primary consciousness of their populations, but also of the grotesque 
pride of their leaders. It also validates the fact that Aryan extremist Zionists are mistaken in 
believing that, because they will take refuge in lands they have stolen from the 
Palestinians, they will be protected by “their God”. 

They will be deceived, because on the tablets of the Law, Yahweh himself had told them : 
[...] 
(VI) Thou shalt not murder 
(VII) Thou shalt not commit adultery 
(VIII) Thou shalt not steal 
(IX) Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor 
(X) Thou shalt not covet neighbor’s house, neighbor’s wife, neighbor’s slave, animals or 
anything else 

Jewish Zionists, like most humans, have probably forgotten these principles engraved on 
the famous Sacred Tables ! 
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The Laws that Yahweh gave to Moses and that the Christians 
reduced to ten commandments, should have protected the 
innocent individual and warned him of purposes which might be 
contrary to the common interest or which are not based on 
reason’s intelligence or on logical necessity. 

These very charitable and sensible laws are therefore humanely 
and intuitively applicable by any sane individual. While the 
Islamists, Christians or Aryan extremist Zionists have openly 

ignored or bypassed them. 

Therefore ask yourselves the question : how can these so-called educated and intelligent 
people still believe that Yahweh will support them at the end of times ? Even if Anu 
presented himself as the God who created the universe, this false reptilian god of Orion is 
not fool ! 
Like any 4th density predatory entity, he is a teacher to the one who is teachable, but he 
can be a demon to the one who has decided to remain a demon to his neighbor ! 

Remember that psychopaths or soulless entities are not human. They never care about 
the consequences of their actions ! They can not, simply because their genetic codes 
restrained by Anu-Yahweh-Jehovah’s henchmen, do not allow them ! 

Whereas, if desired, humans could develop their genome accordingly. And it is only 
through a true inner work that he will acclaim himself as a candidate for the new humanity 
in 4th density. 

Question to the Angel : 

Is there a specific reason for the Zionists' persecution of Iran, Iraq or their 
neighboring countries ? 

Certainly, and we’ve already alluded to that. There are especially in Iraq and Iran - “the 
countries of those of AN” (the Middle-East) - dimensional portals, “stargates” which can be 
activated by a trans-dimensional process belonging to the 4th density’s Orion’s reptilians. 
Technology that the so-called elect of Zionist God covet to flee in case the planned events 
turn against them, upon the arrival of the Wave. 

https://fr.sott.net/article/34915-D-etranges-ondes-traversent-les-nuages-dans-le-ciel-du-
nord-ouest-de-la-Syrie 
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Invoking their return from the exodus to the Holy Land, the Zionists hope, however, to 
reclaim and control these dimensional portals in Iran and Palestine. It is by these kinds of 
dimensional portals that the Aryan people had been transferred from the Arctic to the 
Middle-East, by the 4th density beings, or that the Hopis had been evacuated by the 
Kachinas after Atlantis’ disappearance, to be transferred to America. 

This also means that these slaughters which take place in the Middle-East, reveal 
undoubtedly operations under false banners. These events oppose the "true descendants 
of An", the Aryan Muslims of Iran, to their Aryan Zionist Israeli neighbors who both covet 
the Anunnaki dimensional gates. Obviously forgetting that coming from the same genetic 
lineage, both of them are descendants of the Aryan people ! 

For the time being, still holders of the planetary resources, the Aryan entities of 3rd and 4th 
densities are proud of the apparent success of this Herculean project, which is this 
Zionism which promises the return of a modernized and globalized feudalism. However 
these Aryans had never believed in the “Christ’s return”, as they never understood its real 
and profound meaning. 
So, of course, everyone would rather be wrong than acknowledge the existence of some 
intelligent design that could simply bring balance to the planet. 

Question to the Angel : 

If we understand correctly, the social collapse is essentially due to peoples’ 
concerns and frustrations, which only are the consequences of their own refusal to 
see things as they are. Is this refusal directly due to the genetic manipulation 
operated by the STS of 4th density, or or are there other reasons ? 

Initially, genetic manipulations were used to generate non-confidence, distrust, suspicion, 
and therefore the resonance frequencies of fear. This is so that the human is 
“overwhelmed” and cannot perceive, nor seek to understand the whole nature of reality 
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which constitutes his daily environment, or that he perceives only the tiny part which is 
familiar to him and which secures him. 

Most humans are far too stupid to be the arbiter of their own values. So they became very 
easily manipulated, and the governing political elites took advantage of that weakness. 

The object of this manipulation is to provoke a mass psychological and social dismantling, 
and in the near future, to the establishment of a totalitarian regime demanded by a majority 
of the population excessively insecure and fearful. 

It typically represents all those who do not know how to trust themselves and who remain 
always suspicious of the other, precisely because they have no awareness of the higher 
planes that regularly interfere in their reality. These people have always put their personal 
future in the hands of an “external authority” like those of trade unions, political parties or 
even social authorities in general. 
Thus, among the latter, the N.W.O’s agents manage to control all strata of human society, 
therefore of the world. And it is because all these strata have been sufficiently corrupt, that 
they have been able to plan the collapse of human society.  

Certain circumstances of this occult planning at national and international level can 
therefore be perceived by the masses as ordinary collateral damage for which only the 
“government authorities” would be responsible. But never, it would come to the idea of 
these masses, that they might themselves be the generators of this collateral damage ! A 
remarkable illustration of this pattern would be the “collateral” victims of riots against the 
government’s “elites” or those of the supposedly natural disasters which, in reality, result 
mostly from artificial or deliberately induced causes. 
This means that in politics, nothing happens by chance ! 

You can be sure that everything is always combined to unfold according to a plan decided 
in advance ! Even wars are planned with the aim of clandestinely redistributing political 
and financial powers, regardless of the number of victims. 

However, there is a consequence to this global chess game that everyone is unaware of. 
And this ignorance stems from the fact that the resulting reality is only shaped by beliefs or 
ideology, and not by objective reality and truth. And it is precisely because he believes 
himself to be intelligent, modern and civilized, that the ordinary human remains incapable 
of perceiving and understanding reality, and that by some of his aspects, he is more 
“stupid” than the animal ! 

Question to the Angel : 
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History confirms that wars between human lineages have always existed in 3rd 
density. 
Even in the present, so-called civilized or intelligent era, in which humanity should 
have succeeded in being “reasonable”, not only are wars becoming more and more 
deadly and despicable, but they are progressing towards ever more horrors, 
atrocities and infamies, that they never were. 
How is it that humanity has not managed to progress beyond its primitive behaviors 
? 

Quite simply because the ordinary human being does not know how to distinguish an 
individual endowed with a soul, with a psychopath ! And that since always, because of 
their lack of personal ethics, psychopaths have regularly managed to occupy power 
positions, in order to fight. 

It is therefore important to know that no head of state has ever carried out his mandate 
without involving his country in any war or conflict. Wars are only a “cover” to prevent the 
masses from understanding what is really happening on your planet. 

Whether at the scale of nations, as at the scale of territories or even communes, the 
ordinary human being has always let himself be driven and led by these soulless 
individuals. These latter, invariably coveting influence positions, undoubtedly suffer either 
from a notable need for recognition or from an inexhaustible thirst for power, even often 
both. It is for this reason that living in human society at psychopathy’s service, has never 
been easy. 

This being said, the current situation is about to become as “swaying” as during Atlantis’ 
last hours, before a comet exploded and wiped its civilization off the surface of the Earth. 
As far too busy re-writing history, human beings still have not learned the lessons. They 
still believe, as this is still widely corroborated by some corrupt and stupid physicists, that 
man creates his own reality. 

Whereas in reality, the individual attracts to himself the conditions of “his reality”, as he 
vibrates them, since this resonance vibration, inscribed in the primitive memories of the 
reptilian genome, invariably and cyclically reproduces the same kind of event.  

You know this now, since even the experiences of quantum physics confirm it, the reality 
experienced by an individual is simply the result of the gravitational reduction of the wave 
packet observed by his consciousness. But the idea that quantum uncertainty is applicable 
to the material reality of 3rd density is pure fantasy, since the reduction of the wave packet 
– which leads to the densification of a potential future – is proposed then boosted on a 
higher level of “your consciousness”, which you call the Higher Self. And what the 
individual perceives as his “scenery”, is the result of the brain’s interaction with his 
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environment. This latter being the interface that makes it possible to make a choice in “his 
reality’s” assembly. 

Reality being a function of the individual’s emotional, an individual without emotional 
function, remains an organism with an incomplete brain, in the sense that the neocortex’s 
functions have remained atrophied and those of the reptilian brain somewhat 
hypertrophied ! 

And at the end of each cycle, a mass of enlarged reptilian brains – in other words, the 
multitude of ordinary and stupid humans who still carry the genetic memories of their 
reptilian ancestors – , invariably attracts its primitive, unresolved memories. These 
memories invariably remain those of the destruction of his environment, by a cometary or 
nuclear disaster ! 

Question to the Angel : 

During the writing of this text, I felt strong chest oppressions and many difficulties 
in interpreting the frequencies coming from the information field. In addition, a 
number of smears from suspicious people have tried to destabilize our group work. 
I suspect that somewhere, “we” did not want certain information to filter out to the 
general public. Do we have anything to worry about ? 

Indeed, revealing certain truths produces a result that is still difficult for you to imagine. 
Ordinary people are afraid of the truth and they are even more afraid of those who are not 
afraid to reveal it. They will then find all the excuses as futile or stupid as they may be, to 
try to destabilize your work. Ignoring them is the best answer you can give them. 

Anyway, some "programmed people" tried to intimidate you, destabilize you, to cause 
confusion. Others simply hate you, because they have nothing to do but hate you. But if 
you focus on detecting in your genetic codes, that is, in yourselves, the programs that 
attract these kinds of individuals, they will then disappear from your sphere of reality.  
As for the information that is leaked and despite the attempts of 4th density SDS energy 
attacks, it is simply the moment for them to be disclosed. 

Whatever they do, the Aryan entities of your 3rd density world are so stupid, that in any 
case, they will remain prisoners of the technological world that they have shaped, or at 
least of what will remain of them after the passage of the Wave. 

*** 
Let’s conclude this notebook with a bit of humour about human stupidity according to the 
economics’ historian Carlo Mario Cipolla. 
The five basic laws of stupidity according to Cipolla :  
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1. Always and inevitably, each of us underestimates the number of stupid individuals 
in circulation. 

2. The probability of a given person being stupid is independent of any other 
characteristic possessed by that person. 

3. A person is stupid, if he causes damage to another person or a group of people, 
without having any personal gain, or even worse, causing damage to himself in the 
process. 

4. People who are not stupid always underestimate the harmful potential of people 
who are stupid. They constantly forget, that at any time, anywhere, and under any 
circumstances, treating or associating with stupid individuals, is invariably a costly 
mistake. 

5. A stupid person is the most dangerous type of person there is. 

Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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